INTERMEDIATE / SENIOR CAD (INTERIOR DESIGN) TECHNOLOGIST

Who We Are and Who We Are Looking For
BURDIFILEK is a fast‐paced, progressive, forward‐thinking interior design firm based in Toronto.
We cater to a roster of global clients, and we are looking for the best of the best to join our
award‐winning production teams. We are actively looking for a gifted Intermediate to Senior CAD
Interior Design Technologist. You will be involved in various aspects of projects from design
development, construction drawings to construction administration. The successful candidates
must demonstrate an enthusiasm for handling increasing levels of responsibility.
We offer the opportunity to work on exciting, high‐profile retail, residential and hospitality
developments. As well as the opportunity to work on projects that are interesting and challenging
with a chance to develop your skills and grow within the company.

What you will bring to the table
‐ Outstanding technical and building science skills including knowledge of building codes,
construction, and accessibility standards.
‐ A problem solver; you have the ability to seek and innovate around ideas to support the design
team with solutions to their design.
‐ Experience working through the design development phase up to the construction
administration phase, including some project administration.
‐ Experience with site surveying, creation of working drawing sets, and millwork detailing
included.
‐ Experience with commercial retail interior design (a must), multi‐residential, single‐family
homes and hospitality Interior Design.
‐ Strong interest with material innovation and evolving technologies pertaining to retail design.
‐ Good communication and time‐management skills are essential.
‐ Detail oriented and strong organizational skills.
‐ A team player with a creative and entrepreneurial spirit but that can also work independently
‐ Ability to support staff, and work with internal and external consultant teams in
completing various projects deliverables.

Requirements:
-

Diploma from a recognized architectural technologist program.
5 years (Intermediate) to 8 years (Senior) experience in a similar role
AutoCAD, SketchUP, Revit (an asset), Adobe Creative Cloud (Photoshop, In‐Design, Acrobat,
Illustrator), Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook)

Qualified candidates please submit your resume with your portfolio (a must) by e‐mail at
yourfutureis@burdifilek.com , with “intermediate CAD Technologist” or “Senior CAD Technologist” in
the subject line. No phone calls please.

